Montana Rifle American Legends .300 Win Mag Rifle

The American West was built upon the backs of men and women venturing into the frontier to pursue dreams of fame, fortune and a better life. Through the years this adventurous spirit has become a part of the American tradition embodied by firearms like the Montana Model 1999. Montana Rifle Company created the American Legends Rifle for the avid hunters who rustle through the mountains, seek their quarry in the field and share the common bond of appreciation for a handsome hunting rifle. Perfect for outdoorsmen seeking big game adventures, this bolt action rifle is chambered in the ever-popular .300 Win Mag and provides consistent, reliable performance through an artfully executed design.

Each rifle action is custom bedded into a select American Black Walnut XX Grade stock with a raised cheek piece and black forearm tip and grip cap. The stock is dressed with beautiful deep checkering and holds a wrap around front pattern. It is finished with the popular one-inch Pachmayr Decelerator pad for comfortable shoot-ability, and the minimal weight makes this rifle easy to pack. Each rifle has received a classic matte blued finish for protection against the elements and features laser engraving of the Friends of NRA logo and “Gun of the Year 2016” text in gold Cerakote on the floor plate. This never-before offered rifle also features custom NRA serialization with numbers NRA16-0001 through NRA16-1150. The Gun of the Year is limited to 1,150 units and available exclusively at Friends of NRA events. Made in the USA.
Walther CCP 9mm White Edition with Friends of NRA Logo*

An ideal concealed carry piece, this White Edition of the Walther CCP 9mm is sure to catch the eye of onlookers when revealed. The all new CCP has an ideal combination of style, ergonomics, size, shape and accuracy, and the new Walther SOFTCOIL™ gas-delayed blowback technology makes this an incredibly smooth-shooting firearm. Other key attributes of the firearm include an ergonomic grip with a unique non-slip surface, an easy access slide stop, loaded chamber indicator for added safety and front, rear and trigger guard serrations for additional safety and control of its easily manipulated slide. This special edition features a custom white Cerakote finish and the Friends of NRA logo in black on the left side of the frame. Exclusive to Friends of NRA and limited to 1,050 units.

- Caliber: 9mm
- Capacity: 8 rounds
- Safety: Striker safety, manual thumb safety
- Trigger: Pre-cocked striker
- Sights: Polymer three dot
- Barrel Length: 3.54”
- Overall Length: 6.41”
- Finish: White Cerakote
- Friends of NRA logo

Henry Golden Boy Second Amendment Tribute Edition .22 LR Rifle

The Henry Golden Boy is a masterpiece of fine crafted gunsmithing that will transport you back to America’s Old West. This limited Second Amendment Tribute Edition has been embellished with engraving and 24k gold plating by Baron Technology, Inc., to commemorate the NRA’s fight for firearms freedom. The right side of the receiver features the NRA seal and the phrase “from my cold dead hands” popularized by Charlton Heston at the 129th NRA Annual Meetings & Exhibits in 2000. On the left side, the Bill of Rights accompanies a bald eagle and the Second Amendment. Limited to 2,000 units consecutively serialized “NRASAT001-NRASAT2000” and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: .22 LR
- Barrel: 20” blued, octagonal barrel
- Overall Length: 38.5”
- Capacity: 12 rounds
- American Walnut stock
- Brasslite receiver with the custom embellishment
- Brass buttplate
- Brasslite barrel band
- Adjustable buckhorn rear and beaded front sights
- Custom serialization (range NRASAT001-NRASAT2000)
- Made in the USA

*Not available in all 50 states
Taurus Curve .380 Carbon Fiber with NRA Logo*

Carry in comfort and modern style with the world’s first and only curved firearm engineered to fit the unique contours of your body. The Taurus Curve® is one ultra-comfortable, ultra-reliable personal defense handgun. An innovative departure from the typical compact .380, the Curve uses a patented, snag-free design and boasts the industry’s first-ever built-in light and laser in the frame. This custom edition featuring the NRA logo on the right side of the carbon frame is limited to 1,050 units and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: .380 ACP
- Capacity: 6+1 rounds
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Barrel length: 2.5”
- Overall length: 5.2”
- Sights: Bore Axis
- Finish: Black Oxide
- Grips: Polymer with metallic subframe
- LED light and laser built into frame
- NRA logo
- Made in the USA

*RNot available in all 50 states

Ruger GP100 Double Action Revolver .357 Mag*

The simple and elegant styling and function of this double action revolver make it a perfect addition to any shooter’s collection. Among the most comfortable shooting revolvers, this rugged, medium-sized frame and grip system permits repeated firings with minimal shooter fatigue. The GP100 boasts solid steel sidewalls and a frame width that is increased with extra steel in critical areas to support the barrel and ensure solid dependability. This custom edition features special NRA serialization and a one-of-a-kind single piece rubber grip with custom rosewood laminated inserts engraved with the NRA logo. Limited to 1,145 units and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: .357 Mag
- Material: Stainless Steel
- Finish: Satin Stainless
- Barrel Length: 4”
- Overall Length: 9.5”
- Capacity: 6”
- Front Sight: Ramp
- Rear Sight: Adjustable
- Twist: 1:18.75”
- Weight: 40 oz.
- Action: Double
- Custom laser engraved grips with NRA logo
- Special NRA serialization
- Made in the USA

*Taurus Curve .380 Carbon Fiber with NRA Logo

Carry in comfort and modern style with the world’s first and only curved firearm engineered to fit the unique contours of your body. The Taurus Curve® is one ultra-comfortable, ultra-reliable personal defense handgun. An innovative departure from the typical compact .380, the Curve uses a patented, snag-free design and boasts the industry’s first-ever built-in light and laser in the frame. This custom edition featuring the NRA logo on the right side of the carbon frame is limited to 1,050 units and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: .380 ACP
- Capacity: 6+1 rounds
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Barrel length: 2.5”
- Overall length: 5.2”
- Sights: Bore Axis
- Finish: Black Oxide
- Grips: Polymer with metallic subframe
- LED light and laser built into frame
- NRA logo
- Made in the USA

*TNot available in all 50 states
Century Arms Canik TP9SA 9mm with Logo and Case

The Canik TP9SA is the next generation of the popular TP series pistol. Century Arms incorporated two different grip styles to fully engage the shooter’s hand in any conditions. A longer trigger guard enables the operator full use of the TP9SA while wearing gloves. The ambidextrous decocker allows the firearm to be disassembled without touching the trigger, a major benefit for any user. The TP9SA comes with two 18-round magazines and a case containing a polymer holster, paddle attachment, belt attachment, two interchangeable back straps, and a cleaning rod and brush. This pistol features custom foliage green Cerakote on the slide—which includes a laser-engraved Friends of NRA logo on the left side—and desert sand Cerakote on the grip frame. Limited to 1,050 units and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: 9mm
- Barrel: 4.47” cold hammer forged
- Overall length: 7.5”
- Weight: 1.8 lbs.
- Capacity: 18 + 1
- Sights: 3-dot steel
- Frame: Polymer
- Friends of NRA logo
- Case with holster and accessories included

Crickett .22LR Rifle with Pewter NRA Coin

Designed with youth shooters in mind, the Crickett .22LR by Keystone Sporting Arms is the perfect rifle for the aspiring trick shooter in your family. This American-made firearm features a pewter coin bearing the NRA seal inlaid on the right side of the stock. Limited to 1,145 units and available only at Friends of NRA events.

- Caliber: .22 Short, Long or Long Rifle standard or high velocity
- Action: Manually cocking single-shot bolt action made from alloy nickel-plated steel
- Safety: Rebounding firing pin automatically blocked to prevent accidental discharges
- Barrel Length: 16 1/8”
- Stock: Thumbhole wood laminate in red and black
- Finish: Blued barrel and receiver
- Length: 31” overall
- Weight: 3.6 lbs. (approx.)
- Made in the USA

Bring a special piece of the pump-action shotgun legacy to your collection with this commemorative Model 870™ Wingmaster®. The highly polished and richly blued receiver is milled from a solid billet of steel for the ultimate in rugged dependability, and two twin-action bars provide the utmost in positive chambering and ejection. Custom-quality finish and handsome American walnut woodwork already make the Wingmaster® the most aesthetically refined member of the Remington pump-action family, and the custom engraving and 24k gold plating done by Baron Technology, Inc., on this limited edition commemorating Remington’s 200th anniversary add even more classic appeal. On the right side of the 870’s blued receiver is an oval portrait-frame of Eliphalet Remington, who, in 1840, founded the original E. Remington and Sons. Surrounding Remington’s portrait is open-vine scroll work that feathers forward to the ejection port and back to the rear pin. A duck in flight and a banner that reads: “Remington 200 Years 1816-2016” are above and below the forward scroll, respectively. The NRA’s seal is neatly tucked under the scroll work. On the receiver’s left side is more open-vine scroll in a landscape setting with two ducks in the center in various flying configurations. On the left and right sides of this scroll work are two banners, with the left’s containing the words: “Remington Arms” and the right’s: “200th Anniversary.”

Features custom NRA serialization, limited to 1,145 units and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Caliber: 12 ga.
- Overall length: 48.5”
- Action: Pump
- Weight: 7 lbs.
- Barrel: 28” blued
- Sights: Twin Bead
- Length of pull: 14.25”
- Receiver: Blued
- Capacity: 4 shells
- Stock: Hi-gloss finish on Grade-A American walnut
- Made in the USA
- Custom NRA serialization
Replica Antique Target Ball Set

Pay tribute to the shooting sports traditions you love with these replica antique target balls. The green, blue and amber glass balls will make a unique addition to any home or office. First used in the 1870’s by duck hunters seeking to demonstrate their shooting skills, colorful glass target balls were the precursor to the saucer-shaped clay targets, or “clay pigeons,” used by today’s target shooters. Each glass ball is mounted on an individual wooden stand made by Legacy Quest Outdoors, allowing the set to be perfectly positioned wherever you wish to display it. The set also includes a metal plate reading “Replica Antique Target Balls Introduced in the USA in the 1870’s.” Each ball and stand measures 3 5/8”L x 3 5/8”W x 4 3/8”H. Handmade by Mosser Glass in Cambridge, Ohio, exclusively for Friends of NRA.
Friends of NRA Blanket

Wrap up in this one of a kind throw displaying the Friends of NRA logo knit directly in the navy blue blanket featuring a pattern of gray stars. The knit blanket is made of non-shrink, machine washable acrylic perfect for indoor and outdoor use. Designed exclusively for Friends of NRA and made in New York by Binghamton Knitting Company.

- 54”L x 54”W
- 100% Acrylic
- Made in the USA

Friends of NRA Freedom Flyer Scooter

This patriotic “Freedom Flyer” children’s scooter from Big Sky Carvers is an exclusive Friends of NRA piece that will undoubtedly provide years of fun for its owner. The bright red aluminum and iron scooter is sure to grab the attention of the neighborhood and bring smiles to everyone’s faces with its patriotic “Freedom Flyer” decals on the footboard and front rail along with a “Friends of NRA” decal on the front rail.

- Adjustable handlebar goes from 28.5” to 37.5” in height
- Folds to a compact 29.5”L x 11”H x 4.25”D

For God and Country Sign

Make a patriotic statement and highlight a piece of American history with this sign displaying the famous Marine Corps slogan “For God and Country” in high relief on historically rich reclaimed wood harvested from a fence alongside the Lewis and Clark expedition trail. Each piece of wood is hand selected and milled by the craftsmen at Legacy Quest Outdoors to exude a rugged and powerful appearance to reinforce the compelling words it displays. Finished with a water based acrylic and includes a sawtooth wall hanger. To learn more about your sign’s story, simply enter its ‘Pass It On’ program code on the Legacy Quest Outdoors website. Handmade in Waynesville, N.C., exclusively for Friends of NRA and limited to 1,130 units.

- 37”L x 5.5”H x 3/4”D
- Made in the USA

Friends of NRA Blanket

Wrap up in this one of a kind throw displaying the Friends of NRA logo knit directly in the navy blue blanket featuring a pattern of gray stars. The knit blanket is made of non-shrink, machine washable acrylic perfect for indoor and outdoor use. Designed exclusively for Friends of NRA and made in New York by Binghamton Knitting Company.

- 54”L x 54”W
- 100% Acrylic
- Made in the USA

Friends of NRA Freedom Flyer Scooter

This patriotic “Freedom Flyer” children’s scooter from Big Sky Carvers is an exclusive Friends of NRA piece that will undoubtedly provide years of fun for its owner. The bright red aluminum and iron scooter is sure to grab the attention of the neighborhood and bring smiles to everyone’s faces with its patriotic “Freedom Flyer” decals on the footboard and front rail along with a “Friends of NRA” decal on the front rail.

- Adjustable handlebar goes from 28.5” to 37.5” in height
- Folds to a compact 29.5”L x 11”H x 4.25”D

For God and Country Sign

Make a patriotic statement and highlight a piece of American history with this sign displaying the famous Marine Corps slogan “For God and Country” in high relief on historically rich reclaimed wood harvested from a fence alongside the Lewis and Clark expedition trail. Each piece of wood is hand selected and milled by the craftsmen at Legacy Quest Outdoors to exude a rugged and powerful appearance to reinforce the compelling words it displays. Finished with a water based acrylic and includes a sawtooth wall hanger. To learn more about your sign’s story, simply enter its ‘Pass It On’ program code on the Legacy Quest Outdoors website. Handmade in Waynesville, N.C., exclusively for Friends of NRA and limited to 1,130 units.

- 37”L x 5.5”H x 3/4”D
- Made in the USA
.45 Auto Sunburst Jewelry Set

Show your support for the Second Amendment in style with this necklace and earring set made from .45 Auto spent brass rounds. This jewelry will make a statement as powerful as the caliber and will never go unnoticed. Both the necklace and earrings are silver plated and bejeweled with a clear Swarovski crystal. Made in Missouri by Ricochet Rounds exclusively for Friends of NRA.

- Nickel free earring hooks
- Made in the USA

NRA Neon Light

Nothing proclaims a message quite like the glow of neon, and this neon NRA light will light up the room with your NRA pride. The outline of the NRA logo glows in red neon tubing supported by a black plastic base which includes an on/off switch. Created by Big Sky Carvers exclusively for Friends of NRA.

- 11.5”W x 4.6”D x 11”H

Scrusher® Boot and Shoe Scraper with Logo

Leave your outdoor messes at the door with the deluxe Scrusher®, the ideal tool for heavy duty cleaning of boots and footwear. Even the thickest mud doesn't stand a chance against the three sets of brushes on the bottom and the thick side bristles mounted in hard maple. The steel frame finished in a durable weather resistant powder coat in a versatile copper vein color comes with a five year warranty. With a personalized Friends of NRA logo base, this piece is a great addition to garages, barns, ranches and shop areas. Crafted in Wisconsin by Chaseburg Manufacturing exclusively for Friends of NRA.

- 19.75”L x 15.5”W x 8”H
- Made in the USA
NRA Four Slice Toaster

Serve up a tasty, toasted treat for breakfast, snack time or any occasion with this one-of-a-kind NRA toaster. Using branding technology within, this chrome-finished, four-slice capacity toaster will mark both sides of each slice of bread with the NRA logo. Featuring the NRA logo printed on the front, a removable crumb tray for easy cleaning and seven toaster settings including cancel, defrost, reheat and bagel, this makes a functional and fun addition to any kitchen. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA by Big Sky Carvers.

- 11.5”W x 7.25”D x 7.25”H

NRA Fire Pit

Warm up your outdoor gatherings safely and in Second Amendment style with the NRA fire pit from Just How You Like It Custom Metal Works, LLC. This four-sided fire pit uses a double hook and slot system on each side for easy assembly and disassembly. Made in South Dakota from CNC cut, hot-rolled 12 gauge steel, this exclusive item is customized with the NRA logo cut into every side, the top grate and movable corner shelf. The four side pieces are finished with black high temperature grill paint, but the bare steel grate and triangular shelf piece are safe for cooking. Limited to 1,130 units and exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- 28”L x 28”W x 8”H
- Grill grate 38”L x 8”W
- Made in the USA

Accent Table with Secret Compartment

Look no further for a beautiful and functional piece that also serves as a convenient and inconspicuous storage place for a handgun. Constructed from solid poplar wood and stained a classic rich tobacco color, this hand-crafted accent table will make a great addition to any space and complement any décor with its simple and elegant design. Removable legs make for convenient transportation and the magnetic closure on the secret compartment means you have quick and easy access to your firearm. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Amish craftsmen in Homes County, Ohio.

- Overall Dimensions: 24”W x 12.5”D x 28.25” H
- Secret Compartment Dimensions: 18”W x 9”D x 3”H
- Made in the USA
Loon with Chick Life-Size Decoy

Wild Wings, LLC, presents this exclusive reproduction of an original woodcarving by Mastercarver Sam Nottleman. This hand-cast and hand-painted life-size decoy depicts the common loon positioned as if swimming on the water, with its young offspring peeking out from underneath a wing. Limited to 1,130 units and available only at Friends of NRA events.

- 18”L x 7”W x 9”H
- Weight: 4 lbs.

Reproduction Wine Decanter and Glass Set

Impress your guests when you serve wine and spirits from this stunning cobalt glass decanter and glass set. Individually hand-blown with cobalt metal to create the vibrant blue color, these historical reproduction items represent a combination of colonial glass making and modern glass art. Each truly distinctive piece was crafted in historic Jamestown, Va., the site of the first successful permanent English settlement in North America. Modern artisans hand blow glass at the reconstructed Jamestown Glasshouse, located just a few yards from the site where colonists first made glassware in 1608.

The craftsmen at Jamestown Glassworks use tools and methods similar to those used more than 400 years ago, and no two pieces are the same. Sizes and shapes vary slightly, giving each piece unique characteristics and its own personality. Each piece also has a distinctive pontil mark on the bottom, the sign of hand-blown glass. These decanters feature a hand-stamped “NRA 1871” seal provided by Holly City Art Glass. Not for use with hot liquids, microwave or dishwasher. Limited to 1,130 sets and available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

- Decanter approximately 8” tall (each unit will vary slightly in shape and size)
- Glasses approximately 4” tall (each unit will vary slightly in shape and size)
- Made in the USA
Lucid L5 6-24x50 Rifle Scope with Custom Logo Reticle

Make longer shots possible with the LUCID L5 rifle scope. This scope was intentionally overbuilt and designed based on detailed feedback from real shooters. The result is a purpose-built optic with undeniable durability and an unmatched level of operator benefits and creature comforts. Customized with the NRA logo and “Second Amendment Shall Not Be Infringed” text on the reticle, this scope is exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Magnification: 6x-24x
- Objective Lens Diameter: 50mm
- Ocular Lens Diameter: 34mm
- Length: 15.25”
- Mounting Length: 5.5”
- Weight: 24.5 oz.
- Tube Diameter: 30mm
- Material: 6063 Aluminum
- Finish: Matte Black
- Waterproof and fogproof
- Light Transmission: 92%
- Eye Relief: 4.25” to 3.25”
- Exit Pupil: 9.3mm to 2mm
- Reticle Type: L5 Etched Glass
- Customized with NRA logo on reticle
NRA Trolley Luggage Set

Show your NRA pride as you travel with Stone River Gear’s four piece trolley luggage set. Constructed of a combination of 600 denier polypropylene and rip stop nylon and incorporating heavy duty zippers, this luggage will stand up to the wear and tear of even the most rugged trips. Large interiors provide room for all of your travel essentials, and side pull straps keep them organized. Double zippered access pockets provide two additional pouches on each piece. All items except the backpack feature: brushed satin finish telescoping metal handles with push button operation for easy pull and release; smooth rolling wheels for effortless maneuverability; and reinforced top handle and additional side handle for durability and versatility. Each piece is customized with the NRA logo color-coordinated with the red accent design piping. Exclusive to Friends of NRA.

- Large: 27.5” x 17.75” x 7.5”
- Medium: 23.5” x 15.75” x 6 1/3”
- Small: 19.75” x 13.75” x 5”
- Backpack: 16” x 12.5” x 6.75”

Bull Nose Slab Knife with Logo

Silver Stag Slab Series designs are guaranteed to provide the hardcore sportsman with one of the most practical and durable knives available. This skillfully hand-crafted bull nose slab knife is made of D2 high carbon steel in a full tang design with hand fitted and polished authentic shed elk antler scale handles. This functional work of art is enhanced with the Friends of NRA logo laser engraved along the right side of the 3.5-inch jeweled blade and the NRA seal engraved in the right handle. The accompanying handmade leather sheath with belt loop also bears a laser engraved Friends of NRA logo. Completely custom and made in the USA exclusively for Friends of NRA. Limited Lifetime Warranty.

- Blade length: 3.5”
- Overall length: 7.75”
- Made in the USA
Embellished Cavalry Sword with NRA Logo

Swords were still used widely during the Civil War, when National Rifle Association founders Col. William C. Church and Gen. George Wingate were fighting for the Union. This custom cavalry sword pays homage to this unique aspect of American and weapons history and will make a striking addition to any collection. Similar to the Model 1860 Light Cavalry Saber used by the U.S. Cavalry from the Civil War until the end of the Indian Wars—and even into the Spanish-American War—this 38.25-inch long sword features a 33-inch blade that gives the impression of both power and agility. The blade is embellished with intricate scrollwork adding to its artistic and historic value. Brass wire wrap on the black leather handle complements the brass hand guard and brass trim on the gun-blued metal scabbard. Customized with the NRA logo engraved at the base of the unsharpened carbon steel blade, this exclusive piece is available only at Friends of NRA events.

Colt .45 Bowie Knife with NRA Logo

Designed to be the perfect knife for all of your cutting needs, the Colt .45 Bowie Knife will serve you well for years to come. With its leather sheath this knife is ready to accompany your next big game expedition or take an honored place in your collection. Customized with the NRA logo laser engraved on the left side of the blade, this knife is available exclusively at Friends of NRA events.

- Overall length: 10"
- 5.5" upswept genuine Damascus steel blade with filework on spine
- Etched Colt and NRA logos
- Round design genuine bone handle with brass guard and pommel
- Pommel resembles a Colt .45 automatic cartridge end
- Brown leather belt sheath with stone pouch included
Nestled in the Santa Ynez Mountains north of Santa Barbara sits a 688-acre expanse of land known as Rancho del Cielo, meaning “Ranch in the Heavens.” Ronald Reagan bought the property when he was in his second term as Governor of California, and, from that point on, he was deeply connected to the ranch and cherished its natural beauty. “There’s something about the wild scenery and serenity of the ranch and the easy gait of the horse beneath me that I find particularly relaxing. And while I loved living in the White House, I must confess that nothing in this great wide world of ours quite compares to having a home on the ranch,” President Reagan said about his Heaven’s Ranch.

One of President Reagan’s favorite activities was ranching, and he spent countless hours working alongside his ranch hands to cultivate the land into what visitors see today. Reagan’s love of horses prompted him to clear over two miles of riding trails so he and Nancy could ride their horses together. He built much of the ranch home including the stone patio, front porch room and laid the linoleum floors seen throughout the house, and he dug out Lake Lucky that was home to the canoe, “Tru Luv,” President Reagan gave Nancy on their 25th wedding anniversary.

During the 1980s the Reagan Ranch transformed into the West Coast headquarters of the presidency and became known as the “Western White House.” As the nation’s leader, Ronald Reagan spent a full year’s time at the ranch where he not only vacationed but also performed his presidential duties. President Reagan signed influential legislation at the ranch home, he hosted powerful world leaders and conducted interviews with the media while touring the Psalm 121 Overlook, Freedom Lake, Dos Vistas and his favorite places around the ranch.

Although the Reagan Ranch was a place where momentous decisions were made, the moments of peaceful tranquility meant the most to President Reagan and his family. The sandstone soil from Rancho del Cielo featured in this commemorative art piece represents a special bond President Reagan shared with his beloved ranch, country and God. His soul will forever be imprinted in the land he so dearly treasured, and his legacy will endure for generations to come.

Framed in 22.5”W x 16.25”H espresso walnut and double matted in natural cream with rich umber accents, a sample of the sandstone soil accompanies a commemorative coin from Ouellette Industries, Inc., that bears the Presidential Seal in beautiful die-cast color, paying tribute to The Great Communicator and the land he cherished. A photo of President Reagan on horseback at his ranch and a historical note complete this set that celebrates a remarkable NRA Life member who was commended by NRA for his steadfast defense of the right to keep and bear arms and awarded NRA’s highest recognition, Honorary Life member, in 1983. Made exclusively for Friends of NRA. Printed and framed by Made in USA Framing, LLC.
Second Amendment Framed Art

Passed by Congress on September 25, 1789, and ratified December 15, 1791, the first 10 amendments to the Constitution guarantee essential rights and civil liberties to all Americans. National Rifle Association supporters and shooting sports enthusiasts recognize that the Second Amendment contained in that Bill of Rights is a unique and fundamental aspect of American liberty and heritage. Show your support for the essential freedom it protects with this exclusive cast marble plaque. Reinforcing the importance of an enduring right to bear arms, a strong and durable mixture of resin and marble has been used to create this piece of truly meaningful art.

With its first three words, “We the People,” the preamble to the Constitution emphasizes that the nation is to be ruled by the people. Displayed in their iconic calligraphic font, these celebrated words grab the attention of any viewer and introduce the “Amendment II” presented below. The text of the Second Amendment appears in flowing script: “A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”

With its simple elegance and powerful message, this classically styled plaque is sure to become a cherished family possession, sharing the significance of constitutional democracy and firearms freedoms with generations to come. Completed with a 15.5”W x 19.5”H shadowbox frame in dark mahogany finish with a sawtooth hanger on back. Limited to 1,130 units and made in the USA by John Wills Studios, Inc., of Virginia exclusively for Friends of NRA.
Dirty Harry Model 29 Framed Casing Set

While the movie Dirty Harry featured many famous actors, the true star of the film was the Smith & Wesson Model 29 that served as Harry Callahan’s justice-wielding machine. Featured in Dirty Harry in 1971 and Magnum Force in 1973, Callahan’s Model 29 was there at his side as he protected victims of violent crime and fought fugitives with deadly force. As Callahan challenged, “Go ahead, make my day” and “You’ve got to ask yourself one question: ‘Do I feel lucky?’ Well, do you, punk?”, the Model 29 answered. No criminal in the movies could escape the ultimate doom of the Model 29 thanks to its consistent performance and pure firing power.

Smith & Wesson began producing the N-frame revolver in .44 Magnum in 1955, and in 1957 it was given the Model 29 designation when the factory imposed a new rule requiring all revolvers to display their model numbers on the yoke. The firearm became known as the most powerful handgun in the world, and, since that moment in history, public authority figures and citizens alike have chosen the Model 29 as their sidearm. However, it wasn’t until the Dirty Harry movies that the firearm gained legendary popularity and sales soared.

The Dirty Harry (1971) Smith & Wesson Model 29 has a 6.5 inch barrel length with a six round capacity, features a red ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and blue finish with customized Smith & Wesson Golcona Aves grip panels. The barrel is screwed in and secured by a pin driven through the frame and a notch in the barrel, also known as “pinned,” and the rear of the bored cylinder holes are countersunk so when loaded the cartridge rims are fully enclosed by the cylinder, known as “recessed.” Crush-fit barrels replaced the pinned barrels and recessed cylinders in 1982, and other changes have been made to the Model 29 throughout the years, but this particular model is the most iconic and recognizable today.

Now the firearm is on loan to the National Firearms Museum in Fairfax, Va., from John Milius, the writer of Dirty Harry and Magnum Force. Warner Brothers presented the firearm to Milius for his essential role and influence in the two films, which is cited on the inlet silver plate of the revolver’s left grip. On February 18 and 19, 2014, the Model 29 was fired by NRA Headquarters Staff, including General Operations Executive Director Kyle Weaver, to create this custom collector’s set. The set contains a .44 MAG bullet and casing accompanied by a classic image portrayal of Harry Callahan holding the Model 29 along with a historical note. Printed and framed by Made in USA Framing, LLC, the display features a 20”H x 13”W distressed gray-brown frame with triple matting in white with cinder gray accents. Only 1,130 pieces were produced exclusively for Friends of NRA to recognize the impact of the Model 29 on firearms history.
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The 2016 Friends of NRA Standard Merchandise Package would not be possible without the support of all the vendors featured in this catalog.
Established in 1990, The NRA Foundation, Inc. (“NRA Foundation”) is a 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt organization that raises tax-deductible contributions in support of a wide range of firearm-related public interest activities of the National Rifle Association of America and other organizations that defend and foster the Second Amendment rights of all law-abiding Americans. These activities are designed to promote firearms and hunting safety, to enhance marksmanship skills of those participating in the shooting sports, and to educate the general public about firearms in their historic, technological and artistic context. Funds granted by The NRA Foundation benefit a variety of constituencies throughout the United States including children, youth, and women, individuals with physical disabilities, gun collectors, law enforcement officers, hunters and competitive shooters.

The Friends of NRA fundraising program was established in October 1992 to raise funds in support of this mission. True to the tradition of the original town meetings, and organized by community volunteers from every walk of life, Friends of NRA events provide participants an opportunity to support the charitable goals of The NRA Foundation and enjoy the camaraderie of other law-abiding gun owners.